
 

The post is about a new virus that can infect people’s brains. It suggests that this is an airborne virus and not spread through
contact. It suggests that the symptoms will be the patient showing psychotic behavior and then dying within 24 hours. It also
talks about how it can affect people if they use social media and search for content related to the condition and how it reduces
IQ with each daily dose of looking at those topics on social media or on google I was scrolling through my Reddit feed one day
when I saw a post telling me about a new type of infection called endrendrum punnagai as well as the symptoms (psychotic
behavior with death within 24 hours). I immediately thought of the movie iyarkai, which was about a virus that caused the
patients to have similar psychotic behavior. I was intrigued by this post because it talked about how it can be spread through
social media and search engines. I asked myself if I could recreate (or at least attempt to) this infection in the movie "iyarkai". It
would be interesting to see how close I can get to mimicking this infection in the movie, as well as tinker with other elements
not seen before. Whenever someone dies, his/her picture (in JPEG format) will be downloaded online. Using Photoshop's magic
wand tool, you need to sample the colors of the person's eyes and mouth. Then by using the color range, you need to select all
the colors except the eyes and mouth (the colors of the rest of the face must be white). You can then export this image as a PNG
file. If you are lazy to go through this process, there is another alternative. The image of the person's face is actually just pasted
on another background picture which is already JPEG format. This means that you can easily create copies of that background
picture with just one line of code The reason why I had to do this was due to how iyarkai was filmed. The actors were able to
create copies of each other and the whole concept of the movie was based on this. I wondered how I could mimic such a thing
with media files? For example, if you were to look at a picture of someone's face, it will be stored as "face.jpg", and you can
download all kinds of information from it. This is called an image fingerprint and is useful because we can use it for
identification and tracking purposes. If we were able to find out that someone has looked at a particular photo, we could then
identify that person by finding out that there is a match between the actual file and all the possible images that are theoretically
possible for that file. The idea is to take the face of the person who has died, and use this technique to create a new face which
someone who has not died could identify as being that person. We also have to consider the fact that the person who dies will
have uploaded their photo online somewhere, and because of this, there are hundreds or even thousands of copies available for
download. This means that if you were able to create a new face from the one on the internet, it would be much easier to crack
down on people who are found posting bad things online about people they know. With all these elements in place now, I set out
to make my first attempt at recreating this virus in iyarkai.
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